The Max-Planck Genome Centre Cologne (MP-GC)

at the Max Planck Institute for Plant Breeding Research (MPIPZ) is seeking a

Junior Scientific Project Manager

as proxy for maternity cover for about one year, starting approx. mid-August 2018 (payment and benefits are according to the German TVöD).

This position could be ideally filled by a young post-doc, expanding the scientific career with additional experience in the scientific project management area. We expect a person with laboratory experience to support our team, monitor projects (timing and processing), stay in contact with scientific customers and adjust projects according to their needs. The successful applicant will be expected to interact closely with internal departmental project leaders of the Cologne based MPIPZ and other external Institutes of the Max-Planck Society.

Fluent correspondence in English is essential and in German is preferable.

We seek a creative, flexible and highly self-motivated candidate with a PhD in life sciences, preferentially genomics/genetics or related field. Lab experience in the new technologies of DNA sequencing and in bioinformatics is of advantage but not a prerequisite.

The Max-Planck society is committed to increasing the number of individuals with disabilities in its workforce and therefore encourages applications from such qualified individuals.

Furthermore, the Max Planck Society seeks to increase the number of women in those areas where they are underrepresented and therefore explicitly encourages women to apply.

Please send your application including CV and name of two academic referees via e-mail (only) to the e-mail account:

application-mpgc@mpipz.mpg.de

Latest by July 12th, 2018